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The Dome is Back!

In this issue

Dear Vermont Climbers,

summer and for countless years to
come.
The time is finally here, the
Thank You!
Bolton Dome is officially open!
Of
course,
this announcement
We are very excited by the opening of this new cliff and are asking cannot be made without extendfor your cooperation as we launch ing thanks to the many people who
helped make this project happen.
into this new chapter of Vermont
Time and money are what all big
climbing. We want to ensure a
projects need and this initiative was
smooth transition with our new
the largest we’ve ever attempted.
neighbors in Bolton. Instructions
Whether you gave $5 or $500,
for how to access the cliff can be
five minutes or countless hours,
found at the end of this letter.
we appreciate your generosity to
This project brings to life one of
CRAG-VT. We also want to thank
Bolton’s most historic climbing
venues. Efforts to re-open this cliff The Access Fund for providing us
with hours of guidance and insight
have spanned decades and has
been the tireless work of dozens of and obviously the enormous loan to
buy the land. Specifically, we want
individuals in that time. Whether
to name Joe Sambataro and Mike
it’s experienced climbers scaling
Morin at The Access Fund for their
5.13, or kids climbing on their
efforts.
first 5.3, this cliff has both to offer
Continued on Page 3...
and we have been excited to see
climbers enjoying it this spring and
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CRAG-VT ONLINE
Join or renew your membership,
plus get the latest updates:
WWW.CRAGVT.ORG

MEMBERSHIP
GUIDEBOOK

DEAL
Renew or purchase a CRAG-VT
member at the $100 level and
receive a t-shirt and a signed copy
of Tough Schist, a Vermont Rock
Climbing Guidebook.

A FEW THANKS
Crag-VT could not be possible
without the continued support
from our members and volunteers.
Thank you for all of your continued
support. We would like to especially
thank the following:
- Everyone who contributed to the
fall trail day at the Bolton Quarry
and spring trail day at the Bolton
Dome.

Additional Support:

- Vermont Youth Conservation
Corps, Vermont Land Trust,
Halyard Brewing, Petra Cliffs
Mountaineering Center, Timber
Homes LLC, Outdoor Gear
Exchange, Mountain Hardware,
The
Grass
Roots
Alliance,
The
Conservation
Alliance,
The American Safe Climbing
Association,
The
Archives,
American Flatbread.
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Member Benefits
Gear Discounts:
- Appalachian Outdoors: 15% off
anything in their online store using
your member coupon code.
- Climb High: 25% off regularly priced
items, some restrictions apply
- ClimbStuff.com: 20% off all regularly
priced items with CRAG-VT member
code. Plus, 5% of your order is donated
back to CRAG-VT!
- EMS: 20% off on club days.
- Outdoor Gear Exchange: 15% off on
club days (10% off consignment items)
with an additional 5% donation going
to CRAG-VT on those days.
Guided Climbing and Climbing
Instruction Discounts:
- Adventure Spirit Rock+Ice+Alpine
Experiences: 10% off the first day of
rock, ice, or alpine guiding/instruction.
- Remarkably Human Adventures:
10% off any program, guided
experience, adventure or course.
Indoor Climbing / Gym Discounts:
- Petra Cliffs: 20% off pre-paid
memberships of 3 months or longer
(does not apply to EFTs); $5 bouldering
on Tuesdays!; 1st Monday of the
month, CRAG-VT members bring a
friend for free (does not include rental
gear or instruction).
- MetroRock Burlington, VT: Student
rate for all CRAG-VT members for day
passes and memberships. NOTE: EFT
fee is waived on first time activation
only.

THE CRAG RAG is the official membership
newsletter of Climbing Resource Access Group of
Vermont (CRAG-VT).
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CRAG-VT is run entirely by volunteers. If
you are interested in volunteering or becoming a
Board Member, please contact us!
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CRAGS and
get other great membership benefits when you
join or renew online today at:
WWW.CRAGVT.ORG

CRAG-VT Board Members

Kris Fiore – President
Seth Maciejowski – Vice President
Andrea Charest – Treasurer
Rob Flemming – Secretary
Travis Peckham – Member at Large
Steve Charest – Member at large
Tim Farr – Member at Large
Mischa Tourin – Member at Large
Emily Harwood – Member at Large
Roderick Russell – Member at Large
Andrew Schumer – Member at Large

Contact Information

PO Box 614
Richmond, VT 05477
CRAGVERMONT@GMAIL.COM
WWW.CRAGVT.ORG

MEETINGS

CRAG-VT Typically meets on the first Tuesday of
each month at 6:30pm at the Vermont Land Trust
in Richmond, VT. The public is always welcome
to attend. Please check the website or our social
media pages to confirm.

Newsletter layout by Andrew Schumer
CRAG-VT Board Member
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Continued from page 1...

Bolton Dome

To the companies and organizations who have provided support
to this project:
Halyard Brewing (Kenny Richards) for providing drinks at our
events, Petra Cliffs Mountaineering
Center (Andrea and Steve Charest)
for hosting events, Timber Homes
LLC (Mikey Perkins) for donating
wood and constructing our beautiful climber kiosk. We of course
must thank The Outdoor Gear
Exchange staff for coordinating
grant money and directly donating
to the project as well as organizing
and hosting events and providing
the local stoke to Vermont climber’s
for decades; specifically we want to
name Mike Donahue and Carolyn
Lawrence for their concentrated
efforts with OGE/Gearx.com. To
Mountain Hardware for their donation of $2,500 in products for raffling, Grassroots Alliance for their
$2,500 grant, Access Fund (again)
for their $5,000 grant, Conservation Alliance for their grant of
$40,000, the single largest donation
we’ve received. Thanks to the ASCA
for donation of hardware to update
the bolts and anchors at the dome
and to Greg Kuchyt for his time
and meticulous efforts to install it.
Thank you to The Archives Bar for
hosting climber game night and to
American Flatbread for their Benefit Bake. To the anonymous granting organizations and individuals

who gave to this project, you know
who you are, we thank you.

this project, I’m so sorry I may have
missed you!
As I compile this list I am
overwhelmed with positivity and
excitement about Vermont climbing. I would also be remiss to not
specifically name and thank my
fellow and past board members
who have seen this project through.
Seth Maciejowski, Andrea Charest,
Rob Fleming, Travis Peckham,
Steve Charest, Tim Farr, Mischa
Tourin, Roderick Russell, Emily
Harwood, Andrew Schumer, John
Casari, Sarah Fox, and Kel Rossiter.

Distinguished individual efforts
not already noted:
To Fraser Query and Colby Yee
for creation of promotional materials and videography to promote
donations and information about
the project. To Jeremy Gilchrist for
drone footage and photos for topos.
To Brian Diezel for allowing us to
use his photo for a shirt designed
for free by Dylan Fant who donated
his time and artistic abilities used
for promotion and
fundraising. To
Thom Corrado for
providing food at
our events and for
event coordination
efforts. To Dr. Richard (Dick) Katzman
who deserves immense recognition
for his many hours
spent behind the
scenes as a retired
board member attending meetings,
coordinating maps, Andrew Schumer holds up the new Bolton Dome sign at
our spring trail day.
signs, and many
other logistical
tasks over the past 18 months. His
Your support to this project canefforts on this project have realisti- not be overstated. It took dozens
cally been spread out for decades.
of meetings, hours of deliberation,
To Duncan Robb for donating a
hundreds of emails, a few sleepless
lawn tractor to sweeten the deal of
nights, advice, insight, and positive
the house sale. And to anyone else
energy when things got compliwho has given efforts specifically to cated. This community and myself
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thank you!
With appreciation,
Kris Fiore, CRAG-VT President
How to climb at The Dome:
Access/Parking: To get to the new
parking lot, turn off Route 2 onto
Champ Lane. The lot is your first
left (under the auto shop sign).
There are 12 designated spots. If
these spots are taken please park on
the south side of Route 2 (fully off
the pavement and clear of mailboxes). Dogs are not permitted due to
the front country nature of the crag.
To access the Bolton Dome, Turn
left up Champ Ln. until you reach
122 Champ Ln. on the right hand
side. From here there is a sign for
the foot trail that will bring you up
to the Bolton Dome. Do not drive
or park on Champ Ln. All parts of
Champ Ln. are private property
that is not owned by CRAG-VT
and parking on Champ Ln. will
result in your car being towed.
This includes the driveway of 122
Champ Ln. The walk is 22 minutes
from the school to the base of the
cliff.
Property Restrictions: The cliff
is abutted on both sides by private land. Feel free to explore the

Q&A with Ben Blackmore
Q: When did you know you wanted
to write a book on bouldering?
A: I knew after the end of last
summer, mostly because I got lost
a lot. I was very curious about the
Bolton boulders, and whenever I
discovered any of the old classics I
was amazed by how forgotten they
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woods above the
dome, and if you
want to, please
hike along the
western side of
the cliff and up
into the woods.
CRAG-VT’s new
property extends
north all the way
until you reach
Green Crow Logging Company
property which is
the site of the 82
Crag. Property
and Trail maps
will eventually
be posted online and at the
CRAG-VT kiosk
at the Dome. This
is now a huge
loop of recreational land!

Mischa Tourin sending his new route “Two Thumbs
Down” 5.12a at the Dome

		
Rules:
• The cliff is open for climbing
from dawn until dusk.
• Dogs are not permitted due to
the front country nature of the
crag.
• Do not park anywhere on
Champ Ln. including the driveway of 122 Champ Ln.
were. I’ve seen far far worse with
much more attention, so I wanted
to make accessing these hidden
gems easier for everyone else who
was psyched.

Q: What did you expect to feel
when the book was finished? Is that
actually what you felt?
A: I expected to be completely done

•
•
•
•

Please limit noise while climbing.
Group use policies apply to the
Bolton Dome consistent with all
other CRAGVT properties.
No campfires are permitted at
the Bolton Dome.
All rules applicable to other
CRAG-VT properties apply to
The Bolton Dome.

with the process after finishing the
guide. However, I was immediately
flooded with a ridiculous amount
of lost info regarding even more
high quality boulders right after it
came out. Looks like it’s time for an
update soon!
Q: How long did this process take
Continued on page 10...
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The Choss Pile:

2018 will prove to be a seminal year for the Vermont climbing scene with the acquisition of
Bolton Dome by CRAG-VT and
the further development of routes
in Smuggler’s Notch and at Marshfield ledge.
The year kicked off with sustained subzero temperatures in
January. Even the hardiest of ice
climbers elected to stay close to
the fire with a dram of fine single
malt in hand when the mercury
plummeted below -15 for nearly a

week straight. For true ice fanatics
however, this cold period heralded
new route potential. Once temperatures drifted back into the tolerable, Seth Maciejowski and Adam
Sherman struck while the rock was
cold and sent a possible new mixed
line on the right wall of Cass’ Gully
in Smuggs. “Stormin’ the Cassle”
WI4/4+ M4R climbs steep ice in a
shallow chimney 100’ down from
the chockstone finish of Cass’
Gully for 100’ to the snow ledges
above. Bolton notch also served
up a bunch of great uncommon

Zach Landis sends the final pitch of “The Swarm” 5.10a at Marshfield Ledge.

Vermont Climbing News

lines on the various cliff bands
above notch road. When conditions are in a good nick, be sure to
take a drive up Notch road and you
won’t be disappointed.
The good conditions did not
last, as February rains brought
down much of the ephemeral lines
that were seeping down the cliffs.
Soon climbers thoughts had shifted
to the few sun soaked chunks of
rock at lower elevations.
The Bolton Dome, closed to
climbing since 1988, possesses a
plethora of routes of all grades and
lengths and promises to be a great
early season crag. After closing on
the crag in early 2018, CRAG-VT
board members began to evaluate
what needed to happen to unearth
the buried classics. Countless
hours were spent cleaning and
replacing old hardware on old classics such as “Interstate Cracks” 11b
and “Seven Cruxes” 5.9. During
this process, it was evident that
many new lines were waiting to be
uncovered. The initial forays on
to the untouched walls of Bolton
Dome have yielded many neo-classic routes which Vermont climbers
will enjoy for years to come including “The country Doctor’s Ramble”
5.3, “Crimes of Omission” 12b,
“Lichenology” 10a , “Mr Rogers”
5.7, “The Awesomest” 11d, “Mount
Crushmore” 12a and “Before the
Dawn” 12a. Check out Travis
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unique mark on the ledge up at
the Cassle with his route “Showstopper” 10d. With completion of
this route, Flynn earned the title
of youngest first ascensionist in
Smuggs!
The action in Smuggler’s wasn’t
all just going down on the Cassle
wall. Venerable ENT Gully yielded
two new lines to Peter Clark and
Travis Peckham. “New American”
12d and “Bark of The Bull” 10d
tackle steep face climbing on the
left wall of the gully. Check them
out on hot days when you are looking for a dose of shade.

Chris Ingvoldstad onsights “Squatty PigMan” 5.12a on the Cassle Wall of Smuggler’s

Peckham’s Vermont Rock phone
app for all of the details on the new
routes at the Dome and be sure to
read up on the parking situation
at www.cragvt.org before heading
there to climb.
The great southern exposure
that makes spring climbing at the
Dome such a treat also means that
the intense heat of July and August make it a natural oven. Ticks,
heat and humidity soon worked
in concert to drive climbers to the
higher elevations. Travis Peckham,
with the assistance of numerous

Over at Marshfield ledge, dedicated Marshfield enthusiast Zach
Landis teamed up with Jen Lloyd
and Chris Skalka to brave the
scorching mid summer temperatures of that south facing crag and
completed work on four new lines.
Landis and Skalka made multiple
trips to equip and clean the route
“The Swarm” near the Proud and
Free buttress. Black flies nearly
carried the two climbers off as
they toiled through the summer
to bring this 3 pitch line to reality.

belayers, went on a rampage at
the Cassle Wall up in Smuggler’s,
establishing “Squatty Pigman” 12a,
“Empty Set” 12a, and “OctoberFest” 12d”. It is clear at this point,
that the Cassle is “the place” for
hard sport climbing in Northern
Vermont with this wall alone serving up over 12 pitches of sustained
5.12 climbing. As more and more
folks discover this gem of Vermont
climbing, the excitement is growing - Travis once saw 3 parties up
there! It might also be mentioned
Seth Maciejowski on the first Pitch of
that Flynn Peckham left his own

“Empty Clip” 5.9+ at Marshfield Ledge
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Learner” 12a.
the long trek to Bone Mountain,
The 2018 season wrapped up
hoping to strike gold and snag an
with a phenomenal ice season.
ascent of one of the many ephemRare formers like “China Shop”
eral ice smears that decorate this
5+, “Aurora” 5, and “Solstice” 6 at
south facing crag in a good winter.
Lake Willoughby all made appearKris and Jenn Chamberlin found
ances. Smuggler’s ice was fat and
the line “Hollow Tears” WI4+ on
plentiful. In spite of all this, we are the Solstice Slab in good shape.
unaware of any new lines getting
While this route was probably
done in these areas during this
done before, it’s hard to know with
phenomenal season.
the sketchy history and ephemeral
conditions prevalent at Bone.
Ignoring all the fat roadside
-Seth Maciejowski
ice, Kris Fiore caved in and made

Travis Peckham on the opening moves
of “Octoberfest” 5.12d at Castle Wall in
Smuggs.

The upshot of all this effort was
that Landis discovered the lines
“Bum Cakes” 10a, “My Lucky Bum
Day” 9 and “Bless The Rains” 10a
in the same general area. After
cleaning and equipping these lines,
Landis and Jen Lloyd persevered
through July humidity to complete
the free ascent.
Late October saw Seth Maciejowski back in action after recovering from a broken bone. Together,
he and Travis Peckham completed
a new four pitch route at Marshfield that they started working on
way back in 2015. “Empty Clip” 9+
takes a varied line up the slabs left
of the “Koch Route” at Marshfield.
Unfortunately, the line stops at a
ledge 40’ below the summit. The
showstopper 5.12 moves to reach
the top seemed like they would just
serve to discourage folks from doing the excellent moderate pitches
below. Back in Bolton, long time
local Josh Worley managed to
pluck another line off the Carcass
Crag with the first ascent of “Slow

Kris Fiore on “Crimes of Omission” 5.12b at Bolton Dome
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Q & A with @ne_ice_conditions
Q: What drives you to compile ice
conditions for the northeast?
A: @ne_ice_conditions: I grew up
using the conditions reports on
neice.com to help decide whether
a long drive was worth it, but sadly
that forum mostly died with the
advent of social media and the
awkward remake of the site. The
#northeastice hashtag eventually
took off, but friends and I noticed
that people were rarely taking conditions shots. We decided to start @

ne_ice_conditions to fill that void.

climb a few pitches.

Q: Do you ice climb yourself? If so,
do you have a favorite NE ice route?

Q: How long have you been a part
of the climbing community?

A: @ne_ice_conditions: Yes, I’ve
been climbing ice for sixteen years.
My favorite route is probably
Omega, because it’s this incredible,
iconic, ephemeral line up the best
formation in the region. But I love
the steeps at Willoughby, and how
each trip into Smuggs seems like a
grand adventure even if you only

A: @ne_ice_conditions: I’ve been
climbing for 21 years, 16 years on
ice. It’s a tiny little world, really,
and you meet good people in the
mountains.
Q: What got you into climbing?
A: @ne_ice_conditions: I grew up
in Vermont, hiking and backpacking with my family, inculcated
with a love of the mountains by my
father and uncles. They were (now
retired) half-assed glacier mountaineers, always trying and failing
on Rainier and Orizaba and such.
Technical climbing was the logical
progression for me, and I’ve been
organizing my life around it ever
since I bought my first trad rack at
13 with bar mitzvah money.
Q: What sparked the idea to compile an ice conditions account?

Moody Aunt Ruby - Lake willoughby, VT

A: @ne_ice_conditions: One thing
I love about ice climbing is that it
has this additional factor, relative to
rock climbing. Is it in?? That gives
us this sense of hunting, of waiting patiently for the right conditions. Sometimes it makes a send
more impressive, sometimes you
are forced to acknowledge that it
was hero sticks and otherwise you
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couldn’t have done it. In this way
it’s like fly fishermen hunting trout,
or surfers waiting for a certain
break to form. I think that it creates
a particularly strong community—
because we’re all in the hunt together—and it adds some extra sense
of accomplishment when you nab
a route, particularly a rare one. For
rock climbs, the question is much
simpler: are you strong enough?
But I don’t really gravitate towards
simple.
Q: Any tips for folks hoping to send
in their own ice reports?
A: @ne_ice_conditions: Please
take conditions
photos! Think of
your younger self,
wanting to climb a
route but needing
it to take 12 16cm
screws at minimum before even
considering it. Or
think of your future
self, hunting rare
drips and scratchy
lines, walking to the
base of Omega year
after year but almost
never finding it
quite thick enough.
You can always use
the #neiceconditions
hashtag, of course,
and always send
them to us; we’ll
do our best to post
them all.
Q: What’s your motivation to remain
anonymous or steer
away from publicity?
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A: @ne_ice_conditions: It’s just
not about me. I don’t mind people
knowing who I am, but I didn’t
create @ne_ice_conditions with any
motivation other than to build a resource for the community. We now
live in a world where many people
need to create “personal brands”
in order to get enough work and
income. I recognize the reality of
this, but I also mourn for the older
world in which jobs were more secure, in which work and life could
be more easily separated. Hopefully,
in the future, there will be multiple
people who can control the account
and who are keeping their ear to

the ground re: ice conditions, and
I’ll be able to do a little less work.
Q: Over 1,500 people are interested
in staying up to date with @ne_
ice_conditions, what do you think
attracts followers to your posts?
A: Stoke! It’s fun to open your eyes
to a world of possibility, to know
that others are strong and motivated and getting after it. And
if each time you click that pesky
Instagram icon, you’re inspired to
go on a weekend adventure (rather
than to consume more shit), I think
@ne_ice_conditions will be serving
its purpose.

Omega - Franconia Notch (Cannon), NH
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Q & A with Ben Blackmore

Continued from page 4...

about three months in the screen
broke, and the whole left edge
you to complete?
(where the photo editing toolbar
A: The whole process took about six is) went black, so I had to learn to
blindly click all the
months. Most of the
time was spent finding, To anyone lookicons, which was both
photographing, and
hilarious and frusing to boulder in
trating.
editing.
Q: Where did most
of the writing for
this book take place?
Strangest place?

Bolton, I would
say to just have fun
exploring as many
boulders as possible.

A: I did most of the writing at
home on my laptop, which was the
only computer in my house with
the necessary software. However,

Q: Any tips for climbers looking to go
bouldering in Bolton?

A: To anyone looking
to boulder in Bolton, I would say
to just have fun exploring as many
boulders as possible. For the time
being everything is very pristine
and untouched,
which I find very
special. Enjoy
being one of the
first to touch such
immaculate rocktoday that is a
very uncommon
thing!
Q: What was an
unexpected challenge that happened along the
way?

Ben Blackmore on “China Doll” at Lone Rock Point

A: As I mentioned earlier the
computer troubles
were a large
hurdle. Apart
from that, I had
a few very snowy

days trying to find boulders, which
was very cold and wet. Thankfully
I didn’t have to overcome any other
serious difficulties along the way!
Q: Do you have a favorite problem
in Bolton?
A: Its hard to choose a favorite, but
Brian Bittner’s Fat Kid is an amazing boulder problem, which is
likely among the best of the grade
in the east.

Q: Is there anyone who inspired
you along the way? Family?
Friends? Climbing hero?
A: I want to thank everyone who
provided info for the guide along
the way. You know who you are :)
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SEPTEMBER 20 - 22, 2019

BASECAMP AT COCHRAN’S SKI AREA • RICHMOND, VT

A WEEKEND OF COMMUNITY, SKILL BUILDING, STEWARDSHIP,
& SHENANIGANS ON THE CLIFFS YOU OWN IN YOUR BACKYARD.
TITLE SPONSORS

MEDIA PARTNER

VERMONTCLIMBINGFESTIVAL.COM

